
POLAR MONITORING  
USE CASE

BUSINESS PROBLEM

The Arctic and Antarctic sea areas cover vast regions of the  

Earth’s surface and are becoming ever more important as the ice 

cover reduces making these areas more accessible to fishing,  

tourism, mineral exploitation and in the case of the Arctic, a  

viable shipping route. 

The region is not only covered with ice, but also is liable to poor 

visibility for vessel traffic. As such it is one of the most hostile 

maritime environments on our planet, causing hazards such as ice 

accretion on vessels which can lead to instability, or colliding with 

icebergs and growlers which are not easily detected by radar. Sea ice, 

universally thick in winter, is subject to piling up in summer months, 

thus preventing ice free passage. To deal with these problems, an 

International Code of Safety for Ships in Polar Waters (Polar Code) 

is being developed, with support from the International Maritime 

Organization (IMO). The Polar Code requires all vessels traversing in 

these waters to be equipped with AIS.
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HOW SATELLITE  

AIS CAN HELP?

• Satellite AIS is able to 

receive AIS outside 

coverage of Coastal 

AIS and is particularly 

advantageous in areas 

where coastal AIS is not 

economical

• Satellite AIS provides 

the ability to monitor the 

vast region and identify 

ships traveling through 

remote areas where 

previous surveillance 

systems had limited 

detection

32 day tracking of 

the first luxury cruise 

liner to traverse the 

Northwest Passage  

in 2016.

The Crystal Serenity 

cruise ship travelled 

over 7,207 nautical 

miles in the remote 

Arctic region.
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APPLICATION FEATURE: 
WHY exactAIS®?

• exactAIS is easily integrated with weather and ice prognosis 

data enabling the implementation of Vessel Traffic Monitoring 

and Information Services, especially for the Northern Sea 

Passages to allow vessels to navigate safely even in the area’s 

heavy fog conditions

• exactAIS allows for critical tracking of passenger ships in 

Arctic waters to validate their compliance with the advice of 

coastal state authorities ensuring safety measures are being 

followed. Data also enables the monitoring of other vessels in 

the vicinity of passenger ships in case they may be required to 

assist taking on passengers as a result of rescue operations.

• exactAIS provides more frequent AIS coverage over polar 

areas than any other system, delivering a better understanding 

of Arctic maritime traffic trends to allow for necessary analysis 

into proper shipping routes

SUMMARY

exactAIS provides complete global coverage, including the 

vast polar regions. These remote areas have previously proved 

difficult to monitor but exactAIS can provide real benefits to 

deliver vessel monitoring capabilities across the Arctic and 

Antarctic waters.

Density map displaying  
ship traffic through the 
remote Arctic region in 
August of 2013.


